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Abst rac t - -A  large number of studies have been made on the predator-prey s stem with Holling's 
functional response, namely, ~(x) = ocn/(a+x n)(n  = 1, 2).  This paper presents a sufficient condition 
under which the predator-prey s stem has no limit cycles for n = 3. The argument used here is based 
on a result of Li~nard dynamics. The relation between previous results (n = 1, 2) and our result 
(n = 3) is cleared. Some phase portraits of trajectories ofthe predator-prey s stem are also given as 
an example of our result. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
We consider the predator-prey system 
= y ( .¢ (x )  - D) ,  
in which ¢(x) is defined by 
(1.1) 
X n 
¢(x)  : a+xn"  
Here x and y are the prey biomass and the predator biomass, respectively; '=  d/dt; ¢(x) re- 
presents a functionai response of predator to prey; r, k,/z, D, a are positive constants; and n is a 
positive integer. The function $(x) is called a sigmoid response if n > 1. We can find system (1.1) 
in an extensive l iterature on the biology of populations (see, for example, [1-5] and the references 
cited therein). Let 
(1.2) 
AN = aD and v,~ = 1 - A,. 
#-D 
System (I.i) has two critical points (O, O) and (k,O). If 
# > D and k > An, 
then the third critical point (An, Vn) appears in the region {(x, y) : x > 0 and y > 0}. 
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Several articles [6-11] have been devoted to the study on the existence and nonexistence of 
limit cycles of (1.1) with n = 1 and n -= 2. Arranging their results, we have the following. 
THEOREM A. Let n = 1. Then, under the assumption (1.2), system (1.1) has no limit cycles if 
and only if 
Dk < (D + #)A1. 
THEOREM B. Let n = 2. Then, under the assumption (1.2), system (1.1) has no limit cycles if 
and only if 
(2D - #)k _< 2DA2. 
The purpose of this paper is to give a sufficient condition for the nonexistence of limit cycles 
of (1.1) with n = 3. For biological experiments which generate the value of n > 2, we refer 
to [4,5]. In [5], we can find statistical data from experiments corresponding to n = 3. Our main 
result is stated in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let n = 3. I f  (1.2) and 
(3D-  2#)k < (3D-  p)A3 (1.3) 
are satisfied, then system (1.1) has no limit cycles. 
REMARK 1. It is easy to prove that if (1.2) is not satisfied, then system (1.1) has no limit cycles 
for each n. 
REMARK 2. If  3D - 2# _< 0, we can drop condition (1.3) in Theorem 1. In fact, condition (1.2) 
implies that 
(3D - 2#)k < (30 - 2#)A3 < (3D -/2))~ 3. 
REMARK 3. Huang [10, Theorem 4] gave sufficient conditions under which system (1.1) has a 
unique limit cycle when n = 1 and n = 2. However, there are unnecessary conditions in his 
result. 
2. TRANSFORMATION INTO A SYSTEM OF LI I~NARD TYPE 
To prove our result, we need Theorem C below which is a simple modification of Theorem 3.1 
in [12]. Consider a system of the form 
~'  = h(v )  - F (~) ,  
v' = -g(u), (2.1) 
where t = d/ds; F(u), g(u) and h(v) are continuous in their arguments ensuring the existence 
of a unique solution to the initial value problem. Let I --- ( -b ,c)  with b > 0 and c > 0 
(b and c may be c~). We make here the following assumptions: 
F (0 )=0 and ug(u)>O fo rum0 and uc I ;  (2.2) 
vh(v) > 0 if v ¢ 0. (2.3) 
Let 
/? a(u)  = g(~) d~. 
We define w = G(u)sgn u and denote by G- l (w)  the inverse function. 
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THEOREM C. Assume (2.2) and (2.3). Suppose that 
F (G-l(-w)) ¢ F (G-a(w) )  :for 0 < w < M, (2.4) 
where M = min {G(-b + 0), G(c - 0)}. Then system (2.1) has no limit cycles in the strip 
{(u,v)  :uE IandvER}.  
REMARK 4. Gasul l  and Gui l lamon [8,9] mentioned that  condit ion (2.4) is satisfied if and only if 
the curve (F(u), G(u)) has a point of intersection with itself. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Changing variables 
u=x- )`n ,  v=logy- logun and ds=-¢(x) dt, 
we can transform system (1.1) into system (2.1) with 
' ¢(u + ,X~) an, 
D g(u) - tt and h(v) = u,~(e v -  1). 
¢(u + )`n) 
Assumpt ions (2.2) and (2.3) are satisfied. In fact, we have 
F(0)  = g(0) = h(0) = 0; 
ff---~g(u) > 0 for u E I and ~vh(V) > 0 for v E R. 
By way of contradict ion,  we will show that  condit ion (2.4) holds. Suppose that  there exists a 
wo with 0 < w0 < M such that  
F(G-I(-to0)) = F(G-I(w0)).  
Let c~ = -G-l(-wo) and/3 = G-l(wo). Then we have 
- )`n < -a  < 0 < ¢~, (2.5) 
F ( -a )  = F(/3) and G(-c~) = Wo = G(/3). (2.6) 
Since n = 3, we get 
F(u) = r(1 u+)`3) a+(u+)`a)3 a_~__D2 ( 1 ~)  
k (u+)`3)  2 -u3  and G(u) = (#-D)u+ (u+),3) 2 ° 
Hence, (2,6) can be rewritten as 
()`3 - ~)2(~3 + ~)2(2)`3 - a + ~ - k) - a()`3 - a)()`3 + ~) + ak(2A3 - a + ~) = 0 (2.7) 
and 
Subst i tut ing (2.8) into (2.7), we obtain 
2 (p -  D)7 3 + ak(2#- 3D)~/ -  a2D = 0, 
where ~/ = (A3 - cQ(X3 +/3) > O. 
(2.s) 
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Now, we define the function 
~(z)  = 2(#-  D)z 3 +ak(2#-  3D)z -  a2D 
for z > 0. Then it is easy to see that  ¢(7) = 0, 
¢(z)  _> 0 for z _> 7 and 
By (1.3) we have 
This means that  
¢(z) < 0 for 0 < z < 7. 
¢ (A3 2) = 2(# - D)A3 6 + ak(2# - 3D)A3 2 - a2D 
_> 2(# - D)A3 6 + a(#-  3D)A 3 - a2D 
= (2A 3+a)((#-D)A 3-aD) = O. 
Hence, together with (2.8), we get 
= -~ + (2A3 - ~ + Z)A3  - ~ 
2-~ 2 
1 
= + < 0, 
which is a contradiction to (2.5). Thus, condition (2.4) is satisfied. 
By means of Theorem C, we conclude that  system (2.1) has no limit cycles, and so has system 
(1.1). The proof  is complete. 
3. NUMERICAL  EXAMPLE 
In this section, we give an example and a series of three figures to i l lustrate our result. Sys- 
tem (1.1) has several parameters.  We change the value of k and fix the values of the other 
parameters.  
Consider system (1.1) with the parameters  r -- 1, # -- 9, D -- 8, a -- 1 and n -- 3, namely, 
l+x  3' 
(x 3 - 8)y (3.1) 
Y-  1 +x 3 
Then )~3 = 2. It is clear that  if 0 < k _< A3 -- 2, system (1.1) has not critical point in the region 
{(x,y)  : x > 0 and y > 0}, and hence there exist no limit cycles of (1.1). In case 2 < k _< 5, by 
Theorem 1 we see that  system (1.1) has no limit cycles. 
We denote by T+(P) (respectively, T - (P ) )  the positive (respectively, negative) semitrajectory 
of (3.1) start ing at a point P.  Let P1 = (7, 2) and P2 = (2, 3). 
Figures 1, 2 and 3 correspond to cases k -- 4, 5 and 6, respectively. The positive semitrajectory 
T+(P1) keeps on rotating around the critical point (Aj, uj) in all cases. In Figures 1 and 2, T+(P1) 
tends to (Aj, uj) as t - .  oo. Hence, system (3.1) has no limit cycles in the cases k = 4 and k -- 5. 
For 2 < k _< 5, T+(P1) approaches (Aj, uj) slowly according as k grows larger. Figure 3 shows 
that  T+(P2)  goes away from ( ,~3,/ /3) as  t ~ (:X) and T-(P2) tends to  (.~3, P'3) as t ---* - -00 ,  and 
therefore, there exists a unique limit cycle in the case k = 6. 
Judging from Theorems A, B and 1, it seems reasonable to surmise as follows. 
CONJECTURE 1. Let n = 3. Then, under the assumption (1.2), system (1.1) has no limit cycles 
if and only if (1.3) holds. 
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Figure 3. The case k = 6. 
CONJECTURE 2. Assume (1.2). Then system (1.I) has no limit cycles if and only if 
(nD-  (n -  1)#)k < (nD-  (n -  2)#) An. 
Many numerical examples upport hat Conjectures 1 and 2 are correct. It is possible that 
the sufficiency of Conjecture 2 may be proved by the method in this paper, but to do so would 
require complicated calculations at the very least. 
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